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I bet you’re excited to use your new tool kit. However, like any 
new tool, optimal use requires some instruction. The following 
pages outline how to use your new Visual Brand Identity includ-
ing when to use which logo(s), how select colors and much more. 
Keep this guide at your side as a standard for future designs. 
Share it with freelancers, photographers, writers, and members of 
your organization. With it they’ll be enabled to create under one 
unified voice.

D.J. Trischler
Designer
Work With D.J. 

Good brand guidelines are a  
springboard, not a straightjacket. Saatchi & Saatchi
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What's the Big Idea?

The Big Idea is the collective ambition behind a team or individ-
ual. It's simple. It's memorable. It's easy to grasp and understand. 
It's what sets you apart.

With a Big Idea defined, your whole organization is empowered 
to communicate consistently with confidence and purpose. 

Communication takes many forms including, but not limited to, 
word of mouth, copy writing, web design, initiatives, presenta-
tions, business cards, collateral, blog entries, and logo. Your Big 
Idea should flow holistically through each of these mediums, 
producing a common experience for each of your audiences in 
every context. 

Content

The China Partnership Big Idea is:

Break Down, 
Break Through. 
Grow Together.

What's The Big Idea? 
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What's China Partnerships Personality?

Hospitable
Welcoming the stranger is central to the gospel, whether in  
China or in America. 

Fervent
You’re passionate and committed to your calling. Your beliefs  
are grounded and strong. 

Empathetic
Your work requires patience and passion toward people with old 
paradigms and perspectives. 

Bold
You show Tim Keller speaking in Hong Kong. You gather hun-
dreds of Chinese pastors in one place. GTC board members 
have shared communion in apartments in China. In the United 
States, you’re attempting to change age old mentalities for  
ministry and missions. 

What's China Partnerships Message?

Ambition
To boldly witness the saving and renewing power of Jesus 
Christ’s crucification and resurrection in the Spirit; serving God's 
calling and building His elected Chinese into a missional people 
worshiping Himself and manifesting His glory in cruciformity. 

Intention
To support the unregistered house church in the urban centers 
of China by providing reformed gospel training and resources 
for planting churches, shepherding His followers, and living a 
renewed life in Jesus Christ. 

To facilitate gospel-centered missional partnerships between 
the unregistered house church in urban centers of China and 
believers around the world. 

To encourage and equip believers to love Chinese people  
everywhere. Especially, those living in proximity to their  
neighborhoods and communities. 

Imperatives
To move toward Chinese leadership both in China and abroad.

To grow together with our partners both in China and abroad.

Constraints
To build bridges, not great walls. 

To commit to intentional and prayerful growth, submitting to  
the Lord's timing. 

To partner with the right kinds of churches and ministries. Those 
who desire continuous deepening and growth in Christ. 

MessageContent
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Logo Guidelines

Inspiration for the China Partnership logo stemmed from the 
letter A. It's a letter found in both of the words CHINA and PART-
NERSHIP. Most important, the letter consists of two separate 
lines leaning toward and on one another.

The convergence of lines points to the China Partnership's Big 
Idea. The first line represents break down. It speaks to how 
the China Partnership breaks down walls between God and his 
people. The second line breaks through the first line. It speaks 
to how God has and will continue to break through to his people 
through the China Partnership’s work. Where the two lines con-
verge represents growth together as a partnership with God and 
each other. In the final logo, the curved lines intentionally don’t 
fully overlap, representing oneness in Christ, with retention of 
one's own cultural and ethnic backgrounds.

The ultimate message behind the China Partnership logo is the 
Big Idea—Break Down, Break Through. Grow Together.   

There are several secondary messages behind the logo.  

The curved line, instead of a straight line, is inspired by modern 
Chinese digital characters (or typefaces). A representation an 
East and West relationship appears in the juxtaposition of Eng-
lish and Chinese character forms.
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The symbol hints at the Chinese characters for "Enter" and 
"People." Combined, the two characters point to hospitality,  
the act of inviting the stranger or guest to enter one's home, 
church, friend circle and beyond. 入

人

Logo Guidelines

The two intertwined lines also represent hands clasped in prayer. 
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Standard

Uses include (but are not limited to): 

Contexts where end users are likely unfa-
miliar and/or haven’t experienced China 
Partnership first hand. 

Symbol

Uses include (but are not limited to): 

Contexts where the audience is already 
familiar with China Partnership. 

When there's not enough room for the 
standard or secondary. Example: social 
media avatars.

Secondary

Uses include (but are not limited to): 

When there's not enough space to situ-
ate the standard logo. 

Contexts where end users are likely unfa-
miliar and/or haven’t experienced China 
Partnership first hand. 

Use an 80% gray logo in instances when 
color ink is unavailable. 

Logo Guidelines
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Logo Guidelines

Use a solid white logo when placed  
over photography. 

As a watermark, set the transparency  
to 25% opacity. 

Try to keep a space of approximately the 
width and height of the "A" or the width 
and height of the symbol between the 
logo and other elements.  
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The symbol lends itself to use as a pat-
tern. Patterns made by your symbol  
illustrate the multiplicity of your Big Idea. 

Here are two examples of possible  
patterns. 

It's okay to rotate the symbol in instances 
within the pattern only.

Always allow for breathing room between 
the symbols. 

Try to use the pattern subtly. For ex-
ample: on the inside of book covers and 
brochures, background texture on web 
pages, and the backs of business cards.

Logo Guidelines
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Wrong Usage

If the primary or secondary logo is too 
small, they will lose their legibility. 

Don’t stretch or pull the logo unless you 
hold shift at the same time. Otherwise 
it will look stretched and pulled out of 
proportion.

The symbol should always live centered 
above or on the left side of the name.

Don't flip the symbol (unless it's in  
a pattern). 

Don't stack the name China Partnership.

Each logo—standard, secondary, and 
symbol—are always in red, unless placed 
about photography.

Use white —either solid or 25% opacity—  
over photography.

The logo comes in several file types. 
Here’s an explanation of each.

.jpg files

.jpg files are mostly for print and can  
be placed into desktop word processing 
software. They can be found in the  
"For CP" within the folder specified  
"For Print."

.png files

.png files are primarily for the web and 
screen usage like slide shows. They can 
be found in the "For CP" within the folder 
specified "For Web and Screen."

.eps, .indd, & .ai files

.eps, .indd, and .ai files are primarily for 
printers and designers. You must have  
the Adobe Softwares to open these files 
and edit them. Send these files, including 
the brand guide, to printers and design-
ers who work on future materials. These 
files are located in the "For Printers and 
Designers" folder. 

Logo Guidelines
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AKTIV GROTESK
AKTIV GROTESK
AKTIV GROTESK
AKTIV GROTESK
AKTIV GROTESK

Aktiv Grotesk is the primary typeface family of China Partner-
ship. Aktiv Grotesk was selected for it's boldness and flexibility. 
It has the ability to cross cultures because of its simplicity and 
legibility. With a range or weights, Aktiv Grotesk stands alone, not 
needing a secondary typeface. In addition, it's has a simplified 
and traditional Chinese counterpart available by license. 

Accessing your type
Aktiv Grotesk (non-Chinese) is available for syncing through the 
Adobe Creative Cloud via Typekit.

To license and download Aktiv Grotesk, visit https://www.dalton-
maag.com/library/aktiv-grotesk. Licenses start at $23.50 per 
weight per user.

Aktiv Grotesk Chinese is not available through Typekit and re-
quires a license at $69.00 per weight per user. Visit https://www.
daltonmaag.com/library/aktiv-grotesk-chinese-japanese for 
more information. 

If cost is a limitation, Typekit offers Adobe Source Han Sans CN  
with Chinese Characters for syncing into the Adobe Creative 
Cloud products. The Chinese Characters used in this document 
are set in Adobe Source Han Sans CN.

Specific uses and examples: 

Aktiv Grotesk Black : 
Logo
Titles
Headlines that includes the two As 

Aktiv Grotesk XBold:  
Share graphic headlines

Aktiv Grotesk Bold: 
Headings
Bold Text

Aktiv Grotesk Medium:   
Sub Headings

Aktiv Grotesk Regular:
Body Copy

Follow these specifications when using 
Chinese characters as well.

For non-designers: Use Arial when Aktiv 
Grotesk is unavailable as body copy. 

Our Intention: 

To boldly witness the saving and renewing power of 
Jesus Christ’s crucification and resurrection in the Spirit; 
serving God's calling and building His elected Chinese 
into a missional people worshiping Himself and manifest-
ing His glory in cruciformity.

Our Intention:

To support the unregistered house church in the urban 
centers of China by providing reformed gospel train-
ing and resources for planting churches, shepherding His 
followers, and living a renewed life in Jesus Christ.

To facilitate gospel-centered missional partnerships 
between the unregistered house church in urban centers 
of China and believers around the world.

To encourage and equip believers to love Chinese peo-
ple everywhere. Especially, those living in proximity to 
their neighborhoods and communities.

Team
Enoch Wang, Director
Jeff Kyle, US Manager
Hannah Nation, Writer 
James Christenson, 
Videographer
Ben Tanksley, Designer

chinapartnership.org

We build bridges,  
not great walls!

Typography Guidelines
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The alternative A's in your name serve 
as a way of making your logo even more 
memorable. When appropriate, you may 
also use them in other word combina-
tions that include two A's. For instance, 
"GLOBAL LOCAL" has two A's and is a 
great opportunity to extend the elements 
of your logo. 

Someone with a design background, or 
at least the Adobe Creative Suite, is re-
quired to create new solutions like this. 

Typography Guidelines

The China Partnership colors, like the logo, point back to the Big 
Idea—Break Down, Break Through. Grow Together. 

Red is the primary color of the China Partnership color palette. It 
represents Break Down. Yellow, the secondary color, and blue, a 
tertiary color, represent Break Through. Red and yellow combine 
to form orange and red and blue combine to form purple. These 
combinations represent Grow Together.

In addition, the China Partnership colors are often found in tradi-
tional Chinese color palettes. 

Color Guidelines
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Red
Primary

PMS 1807
RGB 158  48 57 
HTML 9E3039
CMYK 7 94 65 31

Key
PMS : Use these specs for offset printing. 
RGB : Use these specs for keynote and power point presentations. 
HTML : Use these specs online for social media and website. 
CMYK:  Use these specs for digital printing. 

Yellow
Secondary 

PMS 130
RGB 240 171 0
HTML F0AB00
CMYK 0 30 100 00

Purple
Tertiary

PMS 504
RGB 89 44 53
HTML 592C35
CMYK 20 82 44 73 

Blue
Tertiary

PMS 636
RGB 144 215 231
HTML 90D7E7
CMYK 38 0 5 0 

Orange
Tertiary

PMS 1585
RGB 255 109 34
HTML FF6D22
CMYK 0 62 97 0 

White

PMS N/A
RGB 255 255 255
HTML FFFFFF 
CMYK 0 0 0 0 

Red
Red is the China Partnership's primary 
color and the only color of the logo. Red 
is also used to create hierarchy in text as 
seen in this document. 

Yellow
Yellow is the secondary color and is 
used most often as a background or 
paper color. 

Purple
Purple, a tertiary color, is used instead of 
black as a text color (as seen in this docu-
ment.) It's also available as a background 
or screen color when the audience is al-
ready familiar with the China Partnership. 

Blue
Blue, a tertiary color, is most often used as 
a background or paper color in situations 
when the audience is already familiar 
with the China Partnership. 

Orange
Orange, a tertiary color, is most often 
used as a background or paper color in 
situations when the audience is already 
familiar with the China Partnership. 

White
White is often used as a background 
or paper color. It's also used for logos 
placed about images.  

Color Guidelines
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Paper Selection

Yellow

French Paper Company
Line: Pop-Tone
Name: Lemon Drop

Red

French Paper Company
Line: Dur-o-Tone
Name: Butcher Extra Blue

Yellow

French Paper Company
Line: Pop Tone 
Name: Orange Fiz

Light Beige

French Paper Company
Line: Dur-o-Tone
Name: Newsprint White

If French is unavailable, any 
matte finish white paper will 
work. Avoid glossy paper.

Combining Colors

Red and yellow is the primary color com-
bination of the China Partnership.

Red, being the primary color and only 
logo color, will always lay above the rest 
of the colors. 

Red and purple are text colors. Red is 
designated for important text like head-
lines. Use purple for standard text like 
body copy. 

In combinations with three colors, the 
purple represents use as body copy.

Orange and blue are not used often, but 
when they are, use them in instances 
where the audience is already familiar 
with the China Partnership. Examples: 
different brochure covers, tee shirts, 
book marks, and secondary pages on 
the website. 

Color Guidelines
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Enoch Wang, the director of China Partnership, said that most 
Westerners can't begin to comprehend the immensity of China.  
His counterparts in China shared that most Westerners don't 
realize that the Cities in China are a lot like New York in America. 
Tim Mountfort said that when most people imagine China, they 
see what it was ten years ago.  

Photography plays a critical role in the China Partnership visual 
identity. It's a window through which Western audiences begin 
to discover present day China and the China Partnership's work, 
specifically in large urban settings. 

Photography Guidelines

Correct Usage

Show modern Chinese cities. 

Combine modern and traditional  
elements. 

Represent the Chinese as dedicated and 
spirit filled believers. 

Don't play up stereotypes like pollution 
and uncomfortably large crowds. West-
erners are already familiar with these im-
ages. While they stem from reality, there 
are many more redeeming and edifying 
realities in China worth sharing.

Add some grain, decrease saturation, in-
crease shadows, and emphasize textural 
qualities in the images. 

Juxtapose images from the East and 
West that include similar elements.
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Color Guidelines
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Wrong Usage

Images with pollution are unavoidable, 
but try not to over-emphasize the matter.

Massive crowds are also unavoidable,  
but try to emphasize movement and 
energy, not static people uncomfortably 
squeezed into tight places. 

There are many beautiful areas of China, 
however your work is focused on urban 
centers, not rural areas. 

Try to avoid images that overtly look like 
stock photography.

Make sure not to over filter images,  
making them come across vintage or  
old fashioned. 

Most people are already familiar with  
the Great Wall. Show them the sides  
of China, within cities, they haven't  
seen before.  

Color Guidelines
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Just as a logo and color identifies the China Partnership,  
so will the layout of print and digital collateral.

As a general rule of thumb, center layouts when possible.  

Otherwise, left align or use a combination of a centered and  
left aligned layout.

The following pages are suggested implementations of several 
different pieces of collateral.

Share Graphics
路  Lu
上  Shang
小  Xiao
心  Xin

What does it mean?
Safe travels: Lu–road Shang–on 
Xiao Xin–careful

When can I use it?
Before someone leaves on a trip

不  Bū 
可  Kě
思  Sī
议  Yī

What does it mean?
Impossible: Bu Ke–cannot be
Si Yi–conceived

When can I use it?
When you hear or see an impossible thing

We Build Bridges, 
Not Great Walls. 

Layout Guidelines
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Layout Guidelines

Social Media
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Layout Guidelines

Stationery
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Layout Guidelines

Apparel Tchotchke
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Layout Guidelines

Brochure
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Further Information

E-mail info@workwith.dj with any questions about  
these guidelines. 

 



Notes
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